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An exceptional book which sheds light with great insight on the real creator of the Petit Jeu
Lenormand!Le Petit Jeu Lenormand was, this day, one of the few divination games still
surrounded by a halo of mystery becausethe key which was to restore the meaning of its
enigmatic quatrains has never been discovered.Neither are the rules of the game and the real
author, because we must not forget that the creationof this game was posthumously attributed to
Miss Lenormand, for lack of another claim!The unconscious memory sends us from time to time
to false discoveries which are, in fact, onlydifferent reproductions of the pre-existing creations in
other times and lost since...All the elements fit together perfectly in this book and the puzzle is
finally put together. The famousquatrains finally find their meaning, because each card is linked
to its neighborhood, according toa precise position in a table which reproduces the 12
astrological houses and encrypted with a doublekey: one which follows the meanders of
philosophical and mystical thought, the other that respectsthe purest fortune-telling
tradition.STELIANA PUJOLRAS is one of those authors who graciously reveal their authenticity
through theirworks. Having a degree in history and journalism and a passion to unravel
mysteries, she revisitsuniversal myths with insight and talent and offer us, in this book, a unique
encounter.
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Ebook Tops Reader, “A brilliant book. This book is very dense and rich in information, well
written and definitely the best book on card meanings between all those I already have. It treats
of French traditional meanings and it is easy to understand and follow; it improves many
classical spreads, the GT of course, but it also introduces many new spreads.Each card is
explained in details. The author analyzes the meanings of cards (upright and reversed,) their left-
right positioning, as well as the combinations of two, three and four cards together. In the last
pages we receive the keys for the traditional interpretation, all combinations are explained, and
each card is put in relation with the others 36 in the game. It can be found, also at the end, an
amazing "Astrological Table" and the signs of the zodiac that were established for each card
after the quatrains’ decoding.This is a brilliant book; I would highly recommend it to everyone, as
it provides absolutely all explanations. More than that, the author has literally translated the
French quatrains, and that changes a lot the perception that we had before on their meanings!
This book is both a great read and a useful reference. It is a very impressive work, nothing was
neglected, everything is clear and really, really logical.”

G.A.Wallace, “Superb book. My one gripe with the majority of Lenormand books is that they all
tend to be a bit one-dimensional.This means this, that means that, thanks and goodnight.It really
doesn't do the art of reading Lenormand any justice!Not so this particular book - this really
deepens your understanding of the cards and their meanings, it comes across more like an
esoteric Tarot manual, there's a multi-layered approach going into depth with each card and
bringing in other philosophies and beliefs unlike a lot of Lenormand books.There are two main
sections, individual card meanings and each card listed with associations to others.The
astrological information is spot on - and another reason to buy this book (along with the
accompanying volume of Lenormand spreads).This book and Caitlín Matthews "Lenormand
Oracle" are probably the two best books on the subject.”

Ebook Tops Reader, “Wonderful book on the Petit Jeu Lenormand. Wonderful book on the Petit
Jeu Lenormand!It provides historical background as well as card combinations.The book arrived
promptly and in excellent condition.”

B.S., “The book contained a lot of valuable information, everything .... The book contained a lot
of valuable information, everything is arranged sequentially. I agree with the previous comments
and would highly recommend”

Ebook Tops Reader, “A brilliant book. This book is very dense and rich in information, well
written and definitely the best book on card meanings between all those I already have. It treats
of French traditional meanings and it is easy to understand and follow; it improves many
classical spreads, the GT of course, but it also introduces many new spreads.Each card is



explained in details. The author analyzes the meanings of cards (upright and reversed,) their left-
right positioning, as well as the combinations of two, three and four cards together. In the last
pages we receive the keys for the traditional interpretation, all combinations are explained, and
each card is put in relation with the others 36 in the game. It can be found, also at the end, an
amazing "Astrological Table" and the signs of the zodiac that were established for each card
after the quatrains’ decoding.This is a brilliant book; I would highly recommend it to everyone, as
it provides absolutely all explanations. More than that, the author has literally translated the
French quatrains, and that changes a lot the perception that we had before on their meanings!
This book is both a great read and a useful reference. It is a very impressive work, nothing was
neglected, everything is clear and really, really logical.”

Ebook Tops Kunde, “This is good book. I like this book, but I expected more information about
Grand tableau. For this spread author gave just a one book page. For me it was not enough, this
theme was important for me. But she writes pretty much about each card, this is good for
understanding a meaning. Also there are couple of old lenormand spreads, and about 12 new
spreads, which you can also use in your practice. So, I don't know- it s good for you collection, if
you already good with the basics of Lenormand, and you know how to read Great Tableau. For
beginners i recommend it not, but for them, who want to go a little more deep in waters- it is
good. Was interesting to read it, but text is not very easy readable.”

The book by STELIANA PUJOLRAS has a rating of 5 out of 4.2. 14 people have provided
feedback.
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